Arts on Terry (AOT) is a free contemporary art fair for all ages highlighting 300+ artists from a variety of L.I. arts organizations. Each organization exhibits work representing its respective community via 15+ galleries, 30+ solo artist booths, 17+ street/ live painters artists, demonstrations, family-friendly activities, live local music & poetry.

Coming of Age 2021 Festival Season
We come of age through various rites of passage, and our new selves enter a new time, and occupy a new space. 2021 festival programming scheduled will explore significant personal transitions, and the new 'ages' we find ourselves living in.

Arts on Terry is the signature event of the Patchogue Arts Council Coming of Age 2021 Festival Season.
ARTS ON TERRY EVENT MAP

ABOUT THE PATCHOGUE ARTS COUNCIL

The Patchogue Arts Council (PAC) serves, educates, and supports the arts community including artists working in all disciplines at various stages of their careers. It supports the development of new works and public projects through exhibitions and innovative programming with an emphasis on community engagement.

ABOUT MOCA L.I.

Museum of Contemporary Art Long Island (MOCA L.I.), is the newly defined exhibition space of the Patchogue Arts Council (PAC). By redefining PAC’s exhibition space from Gallery to Museum, opportunities for the community and the artists we serve grows exponentially. PAC has always been unconventional in comparison to other arts councils. Our main focuses are to make current and contemporary art accessible to everyone and service artists across Long Island. We are working to create inclusiveness in all of our opportunities. Through our exhibition programming, we support, promote, and encourage early, mid-career, and established artists that work in all media and all walks of life.

CULTURAL PARTNERS PAVILIONS

Art Educators of Long Island
Curated by Lia Fedeli & Constance Stegall Wolf
Bailey Citizens Council on the Arts, Inc.
Colored Colors
Sun End Arts
Huntington Arts Council
Ipswich Arts Council
PAC - MOCA L.I. Members
PAC Steak Group

CHILDREN’S PAVILION

Cornell Cooperative Extension | SW Suffolk
Eastern Suffolk BOCES | Art in Education
Patchogue - Medford Library
Think Big

THEMATIC MURAL

Thematic Changing Mural Wall | Coming of Age 2021
Crecian Rhythm by Caitlyn Shea

SCULPTURE GARDEN

Located on the corner of Terry Street & South Ocean Avenue
Alisyn Davis
Bernard Kleinwaks
Brian McAuliffe
Darice Brown
Eric O’Reilly
John Dunlop Sr.
Laurence Lee
Robert Kentner
Stephanie Rowe

MOCA L.I.

Robert Stenzel | Rays Jemner | Maya Kawachi | Mark Propper

DEMO ARTIST PAVILIONS

Ceramics | Glass Studio
Ceramics | Gina Marx
Ceramics | Rusted Moon Artillery
Dance | Dancing Classrooms
Glass | Lang Island Glass
Henri | Frederick Homes
Jewelry | Alison Loftleider
Jewelry | MetCuriosities
Metal | Spirit Iron Works
Mosses | Gabriella Granitz
Wood | South Shore Woodworkers

STREET ARTISTS | LIVE PAINTERS

Amanda Reilly
Caitlyn Shea
Courtney Culkin
Dan Kudlinsky
Jeanette Wagner
Michelle Ammann
Moriah Ray

MOCA L.I.

Robert Stenzel | Priscilla Devi Live performance

ARTIST & GALLERY PAVILIONS

Alexandra Choca
AllOne Write Through Me
Aurora Donovan Art & Gifts
Clarence Shepard
Dante Levit
Eve Hammer
Fantasy Art by Michael
Galaxy North
Hardick Arts
Hillary Broder-Anderson
Holly Hunt
Iannette Jacobson
Jack Dambrisco
Jen Gilby
Jennifer Avalone
J&A Creations
Jonathan Van Bruce
Live painting & Music by

VOLTAR

MOCA L.I.

Diago Garcia & Friends
Lynn Picciotta
Madison Msahi
Michael Mastermaker
Michael Sauer
Mohan Ray
Mouflage Antiques
Phineas Art Designs
POP Drive
Sherry Lake
Stevens Caspi
Sweety Gutierrez
The Clove
The Art of Vincent Delfi
Vil Bacig
Vera Washington Fine Art

COMING OF AGE 2021

PANDEMIC LIFE

Patchogue Sketch Club: A collaborative temporary installation.
L.I. MUSIC SPOTLIGHT STAGE
This year’s Arts on Terry Spotlight Stage will feature a series of music performances curated in collaboration with Blue Owl Arts.

1:30 PM - 5:30 PM
The "Conversation"
Juan Tutero
Squid and The Wave Chasers
MJT
Christine Sweeney
Kaido

POETRY PAVILION: OUT OF ISOLATION
This year’s Arts on Terry poetry tent was organized and curated by Terri Muuss and Matt Pasca and includes poets from all across Long Island.

Hosted by Terri Muuss
2:15 - 2:30 | Navpreet Singh
2:35 - 2:50 | Bri Onishea
2:55 - 3:10 | Wayne Mennecke
3:15 - 3:30 | Kenny Gordon
3:35 - 3:50 | Rosa Todaro
3:55 - 4:10 | Deb Hauser
4:15 - 4:30 | Rainer Pasca
4:35 - 4:50 | Mark Bennett
4:55 - 5:10 | Kristen Bennett
5:15 - 5:30 | Luis Solano
5:35 - 5:50 | Matt Pasca
THANK YOU SPONSORS!

PATCHOGUE ARTS COUNCIL & GREATER PATCHOGUE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PRESENTS
OCTOBER 14 - 17 2021
6:00 TO 11:00 PM THROUGHOUT THE VILLAGE OF PATCHOGUE